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Fall in love with four standalone, coming-of-age, sweet contemporary romance stories! For fans of

Stephanie Perkins, Jennifer E. Smith and Jenny B. Jones.The Trouble with FlyingSarah doesnâ€™t

talk to strangers. Aiden wonâ€™t shut up. When they find themselves next to each other on a plane,

unexpected sparks begin to fly â€¦The Trouble with FlirtingLivi wants to ditch her nerd status. Adam

couldnâ€™t care less about being a geek. Theyâ€™ve been best friends for years, but will Liviâ€™s

makeover mission tear them apart, or bring them closer together?The Trouble with FakingFaking a

relationship is never a good idea, but Andiâ€™s convinced it wonâ€™t be fake for long. Everything

will work out perfectly with Damien. Until Noah steps into the picture and confuses everything â€¦The

Trouble with FallingThe girl whoâ€™s sworn off love finds herself falling for not one, but two guys:

her almost-brother-in-law's best man, and the artist she chats to every day online

â€¦______________________________â€œ... this book burrowed itself into my heart from page one

and held on tight.â€• ~ ANA @ THE BOOK HOOKUP on THE TROUBLE WITH FLYINGâ€œThe

trouble is that itâ€™s over already ... next please!â€• ~ STEPHENEE @ NERD GIRL OFFICIAL on

THE TROUBLE WITH FLIRTINGâ€œIn a market flooded with coming of age romance novels, it's

always a delightful surprise when one catches you off guard and blows you away with its

awesomeness.â€• ~ JESSICA @ MAINE BOOK MOMMA on THE TROUBLE WITH FAKINGâ€œSit

back, grab a cozy blanket and be prepared to find your new favorite book of the year!!â€• ~

STEPHENEE @ NERD GIRL OFFICIAL on THE TROUBLE WITH FALLING
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Sarah's worst nightmare, a cute stranger who wants to talk to her, is about to sit beside her on a

long flight from England to South Africa in Rochelle Morgan's The Trouble with Flying. Oh my

goodness, I loved this book. Sarah is so adorably awkward and shy, and I could easily relate to her.

Aiden is hot and weird in his own way. I anxiously awaited to see how these two could possibly

meet each other again after their flight. Set against the exotic backdrop of South Africa, this story is

an endearing read. I laughed, cringed at Sarah's awkwardness because I totally got it, and teared

up at the book's sweetness. I really want to try Zoo Biscuits now too. If you're looking for a clean,

new adult romance, then look no further. I was completely engrossed in the story and couldn't get to

the next screen page on my Kindle fast enough to know what happened next. The Trouble with

Flying by Rochelle Morgan is one of my favorite reads!Livi needs to give up her Star Trek DVDs and

violin if she is going to become Miss Popularity in Rochelle Morgan's The Trouble with Flirting. Not

being within the "in" group at school, I instantly related to Livi's quest to remake herself when she

went to university, although she had more courage to go through with the transformation than I did.

Set in South Africa, I enjoyed reading about the cultural differences and similarities between

college-aged students. The brilliancy of this novel lies with the growth in Livi as a character. She

makes mistakes and learns from them as she discovers not only who she is but who she wants to

be. The easy-going and relatable writing style always pulls me in. Rochelle Morgan's books are the

type I want to read in one sitting--they're that good--and The Trouble with Flirting is no

exception.Andi has longed for the boy next door for years, but can she finally make him fall for her in

Rochelle Morgan's The Trouble with Faking? Morgan packs some powerful twists and turns into this

novel. Andi has become one of my favorite characters of the series. She's quirky and confident and

bold on the outside, yet she hides who she is and what she feels from almost everyone, even

herself. I wish I could be friends with Andi in real life. She's so cool with her book reviews on

YouTube and the stuff she crafts on Etsy. She gets into complicated situations, which almost ruin

everything. I enjoyed the sweetness of a school girl crush between her and Damien and loved the

interaction between her and Damien's best friend. I love how Morgan has set this series in South



Africa where she lives. It's exotic at times and so normal at others. The Trouble with Faking by

Rochelle Morgan is a great addition to the Trouble series.Sophie Hensley wants to focus solely

upon her art, but she must get through her sisterÃ¢Â€Â™s wedding first in Rochelle

MorganÃ¢Â€Â™s The Trouble with Falling. A heart-breaking end to her first relationship leaves

Sophie more than just bitter about love. She refuses to fall in love ever again. Being alone is the

only way she canÃ¢Â€Â™t get hurt, but an Internet relationship with a fellow artist and meeting her

sisterÃ¢Â€Â™s fiancÃ©Ã¢Â€Â™s best friend are making her reconsider everything sheÃ¢Â€Â™s

felt the past year. I understood why Sophie felt the way she did when it came to relationships, and it

was sweet and beautiful as she found a way to be happy again. Caleb is also completely adorable

with how he strives for happiness and making friends, despite his background. I loved how we saw

the characters from the other Trouble books as well as more of South Africa, where the books take

place. I recommend The Trouble with Falling by Rochelle Morgan for anyone who enjoys sweet

uplifting romantic stories.

It was a nice series.The romance was very sweet, down side very predictable no thrown surprises.

This series can be for those who want to read something that is vanilla, vanilla romance.

I adored these books. This was my first read by this author, and I'll definitely seek out more of her

work. I read through the ebook compilation in a matter of days, with an odd combination of savoring

the moments and scurrying to find out what happens next. Sweet, fun romances with a variety of

well written characters. I can't pick a favorite!

This is the ultimate box set for anyone who loves NA, YA, Romance and lots and lots of endless

fretting over what is going to happen next! I love each book in this set for different reasons but there

is one constant throughout the series that remains the same...The author is amazing!! It is like she

is tapped into the readers mind and can tell what they think about on a daily basis - the anxiety, the

drama, the laughter and she has compiled it into the characters of these books. The reader simply

falls into the books as if it were them, and at times it is! There is plenty of edge of your seat

wondering, emotions and smiles as the reader zooms through the pages like they are short stories.

Before any time at all has passed the reader has spent hours with their new best friends!! Each

book is a standalone book, but they are best read in order as the characters do make appearances

in the other stories. Sit back, grab this box set and be prepared to be wowed, amazed and in

complete shock as the entire day has flown by without the reader realizing it....this is one of my



favorite sets so far this year!!

These stories are sweet, fun and romantic. Without a doubt, you will finish each book with a smile

on your face and a sigh on your lips. The characters feel real, like friends you'd like to have, and the

story lines provide the right amount of angst and romance. The heroes here are sweet, tender and

loving - these aren't books filled with tattooed, tormented men - but it's such a treat to fall in love

with characters who aren't afraid to wear their hearts on their sleeves and who care enough to want

to get to know the girl.So, what am I trying to say here? Well, I think itÃ¢Â€Â™s simply that beautiful

love stories existÃ¢Â€Â¦that characters can be realÃ¢Â€Â¦that chance meetings can change our

livesÃ¢Â€Â¦and that a kiss can set your heart a flutter! Oh, and IÃ¢Â€Â™m also saying that you

should pick up this (and all other books) by Rochelle MorganÃ¢Â€Â¦IÃ¢Â€Â™ve loved everything

IÃ¢Â€Â™ve read by her and I think you will too!!

I really enjoyed these sweet romances, the third in the series, The Trouble with Faking, being my

favorite.These girls are fun to spend a few hours with, and I quite enjoy the author's style of

writing.As an American it was fascinating to compare and contrast the differences between South

Africa and America, though at their core, the people are the same. We laugh, we love, we live. I

could see myself becoming friends with any of these characters.All the books can be read alone, or

in order, without feeling lost. Each book has a different main character, though several make

appearances in the other books.
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